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Abstract—This paper reports the design and fabrication of high-aspect-ratio needlelike silicon structures that can have complex geometry. The structures are hundreds of micrometers tall with submicrometer-sharp protrusions, and they are fabricated using a series of passivated and unpassivated deep reactive-ion etching (DRIE) steps. A simple model is presented to predict the geometry of the structure based on the etch mask and the etch sequence. Model predictions are in good qualitative agreement with fabrication results, making it a useful design tool. The model is compared with literature reports on tapered DRIE. [2009-0118]
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I. INTRODUCTION

There are numerous literature reports of microfabrication techniques that produce 3-D features, including wet/dry etching with some degree of isotropy [1], [2], lattice-oriented etching [3], LIGA [4], SU-8 [5], [6], electrochemically welded metallic structures [7], and backside diffuser lithography [8]. Some of these techniques can also produce high-aspect-ratio structures. For silicon, deep reactive-ion etching (DRIE) [9] has proven to be a very versatile fabrication technique that is capable of making high-aspect-ratio structures with high etch rate, straight sidewalls, and small sidewall scalloping [10], [11].

Several researchers have investigated the fabrication of DRIE-patterned structures with nonconstant cross section in the plane that is parallel to the substrate surface. In particular, Roxhed et al. reported a tapered version of DRIE [12], where high-aspect-ratio features with sidewalls having up to 36° of inclination were successfully fabricated. Moreover, Waits et al. reported the use of grayscale lithography to produce stratified DRIE-patterned structures [13], [14]. In addition, Li et al. studied the use of SF6/O2-based DRIE to etch tapered holes [15]. Using these approaches, applications such as through-wafer electrical vias [16], [17], Faraday cages [18], and mold tool fabrication [19] have been implemented using DRIE.

There are multiple reports on the fabrication of DRIE-patterned needles, i.e., high-aspect-ratio structures that have sidewalls with nonconstant slope along their height and that end in sharp protrusions. In particular, both solid [20]–[23] and hollow needles [24] for biological probes and drug delivery, externally fed electrospray emitters [25], [26], and spatially uniform field emitter arrays [27] have been demonstrated. In all these applications, the geometry of the needlelike structures is intimately related to its function. For example, needles for biological probing and drug delivery have a 3-D geometry designed to decrease the trauma to the skin and tissue due to penetration while still providing enough stiffness to avoid structural failure of the needle during insertion [24]. Similarly, needles used as electrospray emitters are hundreds of micrometers tall, are hundreds of micrometers apart, and have submicrometer tip radii so that they can turn on with low voltage [25], [26]. Finally, the needles used as field emitters have nanometer-sharp tips so that they can achieve low turn-on voltage [28]–[30]. Spatially and temporally uniform electron emission from field emitter arrays can be achieved if each emitter is fabricated on top of an individual high-aspect-ratio (100:1+) silicon column (the field-emitter–column structure resembles a pencil). The column acts as a current source, effectively limiting the current through each tip [27].

This paper reports the design and fabrication of complex high-aspect-ratio silicon needles. The needlelike structures are fabricated using a sequence of passivated (the standard DRIE process) and unpassivated (no fluorocarbon-based plasma in the process) DRIE steps in combination with an etch mask to achieve a certain geometry, including the generation of ultrasharp tips. Section II introduces a simple model that predicts the final shape of the structure based on the mask layout and the etch sequence, while Section III compares the fabrication results of test structures with the graphical results from the numerical implementation of the model, and it also compares this paper with literature reports on tapered DRIE.

II. GEOMETRY MODELING

In this section, a simple model is proposed to predict the needlelike geometry from the mask shape, the duration of the
etch steps, and the etch sequence. The etch sequence is composed of unpassivated and passivated DRIE steps. The model does not simulate the dynamics of the interaction between the plasma and the substrate. Instead, each etching step is described by the etch depth and a certain etch profile. The specifics of the model are as follows.

1) Each unpassivated DRIE step is modeled as an etch process with an etch rate that is a function only of the normal of the surface being etched. If this function is uniform, the resulting etch is isotropic. However, the bias power of the unpassivated DRIE step produces some anisotropy, making the vertical etch rate higher than the horizontal etch rate.

2) For the passivated DRIE steps, the etch proceeds vertically at a uniform rate, except in areas directly below the etch mask, which are assumed unetched by the plasma. This model for the passivated DRIE implies that the bottom of a partially etched wafer remains flat across the full extent of the etch surface. In reality, both chamfers and near-sidewall trenches are common in passivated DRIE and RIE [31].

In addition, the model for the passivated and unpassivated DRIE steps makes no corrections for microloading, scalloping, etch window variation, and any other effect that could reflect in etch nonuniformities across the wafer.

A. Model for Passivated and Unpassivated DRIE Steps

The resulting shape after a passivated or an unpassivated DRIE step is complete can be represented by two 2-D functions that vary along the surface of the wafer. In both cases, a first DRIE step is complete can be represented by two 2-D functions window variation, and any other effect that could reflect in etch steps, and the etch sequence. The etch sequence is composed of unpassivated and passivated DRIE steps. The model does not simulate the dynamics of the interaction between the plasma and the substrate. Instead, each etching step is described by the etch depth and a certain etch profile. The specifics of the model are as follows.

1) Each unpassivated DRIE step is modeled as an etch process with an etch rate that is a function only of the normal of the surface being etched. If this function is uniform, the resulting etch is isotropic. However, the bias power of the unpassivated DRIE step produces some anisotropy, making the vertical etch rate higher than the horizontal etch rate.

2) For the passivated DRIE steps, the etch proceeds vertically at a uniform rate, except in areas directly below the etch mask, which are assumed unetched by the plasma. This model for the passivated DRIE implies that the bottom of a partially etched wafer remains flat across the full extent of the etch surface. In reality, both chamfers and near-sidewall trenches are common in passivated DRIE and RIE [31].

In addition, the model for the passivated and unpassivated DRIE steps makes no corrections for microloading, scalloping, etch window variation, and any other effect that could reflect in etch nonuniformities across the wafer.

A. Model for Passivated and Unpassivated DRIE Steps

The resulting shape after a passivated or an unpassivated DRIE step is complete can be represented by two 2-D functions that vary along the surface of the wafer. In both cases, a first function \( z(x, y) \) defines the depth of the silicon etch at the beginning of the step at each \((x, y)\) location, where \( x \) and \( y \) are Cartesian coordinates on the wafer surface using a coordinate system with axes in the \((100)\) direction (for example, the \( x\) - and \( y\)-axes can be parallel and perpendicular to the wafer flat in a \((100)\) wafer, respectively). For the passivated DRIE steps, a second function \( M(x, y) \) defines the areas of the wafer that are protected by an etch mask. Function \( M(x, y) \) only takes on the one or zero value, indicating the presence or absence of masking material, respectively. A passivated DRIE step does not produce undercut, i.e., the etch mask acts as an umbrella that protects the silicon directly below it, even if it is not in direct contact to the etch mask \([32]\). Therefore, after a passivated DRIE step of depth \( d \), function \( z \) becomes \( z' \)

\[
z' = z(x, y) + d \cdot M(x, y).
\]

For the unpassivated DRIE steps, a concave shape function \( S(x, y) \) is used instead as a second function. \( S \) can take on real values or \(-\infty\) and, for normalization purposes, \( S(0, 0) = 1 \). In general, shape function \( S \) is smooth wherever it is finite. After an unpassivated DRIE step of depth \( d \), function \( z \) becomes \( z' \)

\[
z' = \max_{z + d \cdot S(x, y) > 0} [z(x, y), z(x + d \cdot \bar{x}, y + d \cdot \bar{y}) + d \cdot S(\bar{x}, \bar{y})].
\]

The maximization considers all the positions where the silicon is exposed (i.e., it includes the silicon not directly in contact with the etch mask) to determine how deep the etch has progressed at a given \((x, y)\) point. In effect, shape function \( S \) defines the cavity that a hard mask with a point hole in it creates during an unpassivated DRIE step, once the silicon directly below the hole has reeded by a unit distance. The model of the unpassivated DRIE step states that the etching proceeds from the exposed silicon surface in all directions, with an etch rate that is a function of the tilt of the sidewall by shape function \( S \). From the fabrication results, it was concluded that \( S \) defines a roughly ellipsoidal shape with a vertical \( z\)-axis length that is twice the length of any of the in-plane \( x\)- and \( y\)-axes. Also, the model can take into account a slight lattice-orientation-dependent anisotropy in the silicon etch that was experimentally observed. Specifically, the fabrication results suggest that the unpassivated DRIE steps have a small dependence on crystal-plane orientation that causes a slight bulge in the \( x\)- and \( y\)-axes of an ellipsoidal etch, compared to the \( x\)- and \( y\)-axes rotated by 45° with respect to \((100)\) (see Section III). In the model, the shape function \( S \) for the unpassivated DRIE steps carried out on a \((100)\) wafer is

\[
S(x, y) = \sqrt{1 - \beta^2} \cdot (x^2 + y^2) - \alpha \cdot x^2 \cdot y^2
\]

where \( \beta \) is a parameter that describes the directionality of the etch and \( \alpha \) is a parameter that characterizes the lattice-orientation-dependent anisotropy. When the result of (3) is not a real number, it is set to \( S(x, y) = -\infty \). The constant \( \beta \) was empirically found to vary across the wafer with a typical value of around two. Taking from now on \( \beta = 2 \), empirical results lead to values of \( \alpha \) of about 18.5. For \( \alpha = 0 \), (3) results in an ellipsoid with a \( z\)-axis of length 1, and \( x\)- and \( y\)-axes of lengths of \( 1/\beta \), i.e., 0.5. The \( x^2y^2 \) term in (3) is the lowest order correction of the symmetry of the etch shape. This correction was sufficient to explain the small anisotropies that were found in the experimental results on \((100)\) Si wafers.

The simple model just described can readily be used to determine the final geometry of a silicon structure etched using an arbitrary sequence of passivated and unpassivated DRIE steps. The inputs of the model are the etch mask and the sequence of passivated and unpassivated DRIE steps, including the etch depths of each step. The final shape is an alternation of straight vertical sidewalls and curved inclined surfaces (Fig. 1). The straight vertical sidewalls are generated during the passivated
DRIE steps and are etched inward by subsequent unpassivated DRIE steps. Each unpassivated DRIE step generates a curved inclined surface. The surface for a given unpassivated DRIE step is generated by moving a scaled shape function across all points in the silicon surface that are reachable by the plasma at the beginning of the step. Depending on the etch sequence, the surfaces generated during some etch steps will disappear completely as the neighboring surfaces expand and consume them.

**B. Ridge Formation for Ultrasharp Tips**

The existence of ridges in an otherwise smooth surface can readily be observed in some of the SEMs shown in Section III, which correspond to the needlelike structures etched with a single unpassivated DRIE step. These discontinuities in the surface normal are predicted by the model. In the opinion of the authors, understanding where the ridges of a needlelike structure appear is essential to produce high-quality ultrasharp tips. According to the model, the ridges occur when control of the etch depth jumps discontinuously from one point to another on the edge of the mask, i.e., where two or more etching fronts meet. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 2, the etch depth of most points below the mask is set by a single point on the edge of the mask. In the figure, each colored region corresponds to points whose depth is set by a given concave stretch of the mask boundary (a stretch in which the border only turns away from the inside of the mask). In each region, the maximum in (2) is reached at exactly one point on the corresponding concave stretch of the boundary. When two regions meet, the maximum is attained in more than one way. In this case, moving slightly away from the boundary causes different mask edges to dominate. The regions dominated by two distant mask edges will not have the same surface normal; therefore, a normal discontinuity is present where these two regions intersect. Likewise, when three regions intersect, a tip is formed.

There are two ideas from computational geometry that are helpful to determine the location of the ridges. These relationships are only exact if $\alpha$ is zero, i.e., when $S(x, y)$ has symmetry of revolution. However, the fabrication results demonstrate that the departure from symmetry of revolution in the unpassivated DRIE steps is small enough that it does not have a significant impact on the final shape of the structure. The two ideas are the medial axis transform (MAT) and the distance transform, which are described in the following.

1) The MAT of a region is the set of points for which there is more than one closest point on the boundary of the region. For a polygon, the MAT is made up of portions of angular bisectors of edges, perpendicular bisectors of vertices, and parabolas that have one edge as a directrix and one vertex as a focus. The MAT of the etch mask defines the projection of the ridges on the etch mask surface. The MAT can easily be sketched by hand and is an excellent aid in designing mask shapes for microneedles.

2) The distance transform of a mask shape is a function $DT(x, y)$ that maps each point in the plane to the distance from that point to the closest point outside the mask. This function is zero in areas not covered by the mask and steadily increases inside the mask. Equation (2) is closely related to the definition of the distance transform, so that the final shape of the needlelike structure can be expressed by

$$z(x, y) = f(DT(x, y))$$

where $f$ is a function that depends on the sequence of etches that was performed. The ridges arise because $DT(x, y)$ is not smooth on the MAT.

So far, only needlelike structures formed from a single unpassivated DRIE step have been discussed. Another type of ridge appears when a passivated DRIE step is part of the sequence because the passivated DRIE steps introduce discontinuities in $f$. These discontinuities lead to discontinuities in $z(x, y)$, with an edge at the top of the corresponding vertical DRIE sidewalls.

**C. Needle Geometry and Uniformity**

The presented model allows the detailed prediction of the geometry of a DRIE-etched structure. However, early in the design process, it is often more useful to have a reduced-order analytical model to compute basic structure parameters. In this section, it is shown how to estimate for a needlelike structure the tip half-angle $\alpha_t$, tip height $h_t$, and tip depth $d_t$ from the mask radius $R_m$, the passivated DRIE etch depth $h_{\text{DRIE}}$, and the amount of undercut $R_u$ (Fig. 3) if the sequence that is used consists of an unpassivated DRIE step, followed by a...
passivated DRIE step and, finally, an unpassivated DRIE step (Fig. 4). An unpassivated–passivated–unpassivated DRIE step sequence is the basic sequence to make microscaled [35] and mesoscaled [25] solid needles. The tip half-angle \( \alpha_t \) is the angle between the vertical direction and the steepest surface arriving at the tip. The tip height \( h_t \) is the height of the tip above the lowest etched level. The tip depth \( d_t \) is the distance between the tip and an unetched silicon surface (the top of the wafer).

The mask radius \( R_m \) is the horizontal distance from the tip to the edge of the mask, which, for a mask yielding a single needle with only one tip, is the radius of the largest inscribed circle for the mask. The passivated DRIE etch depth \( h_{DRIE} \) is the total vertical distance etched by the passivated DRIE step.

The amount of undercutting \( R_u \) is the distance etched inward during the different unpassivated DRIE steps. The expressions that describe the structure shown in Fig. 3 are

\[
d_t = k \cdot \sqrt{R_u^2 - R_m^2} \tag{5}
\]

\[
h_t = h_{DRIE} + k \cdot \left( R_u - \sqrt{R_u^2 - R_m^2} \right) \tag{6}
\]

\[
\tan(\alpha_t) = \frac{1}{k} \cdot \sqrt{\left( \frac{R_u}{R_m} \right)^2 - 1}. \tag{7}
\]

Equations (5)–(7) come directly from simple geometry, and they assume that the unpassivated DRIE steps are described by a shape function that is an ellipsoid with a vertical dimension that is \( k \) times greater than the horizontal dimensions (from the fabrication results, \( k \) is about two). Also, the equations assume that a tip is actually formed, i.e., \( R_u > R_m \). Moreover, the equations assume that no passivated DRIE etching takes place after the mask has fallen off.

Equations (5)–(7) can be rearranged to give the undercut that is needed to achieve a particular half-angle, as well as the depth at the tip-to-total height ratio for that half-angle

\[
d_t = k^2 \cdot R_m \cdot \tan(\alpha_t) \tag{8}
\]

\[
R_u = R_m \cdot \sqrt{k^2 \cdot \tan^2(\alpha_t) + 1} \tag{9}
\]

\[
\frac{h_t}{h_t + d_t} = 1 - \frac{1}{\sqrt{1 + k^2 \tan^2(\alpha_t)}}, \quad \text{when } h_{DRIE} = 0. \tag{10}
\]

In practice, it was found that \( h_{DRIE} \) is uniform to within 10%, but \( R_u \) and \( k \) were observed to vary across the wafer by as much as 50%, mainly due to systematic radial etch nonuniformity. The spatial nonuniformity limits the quantitative global prediction power of the model. Equations (8)–(10) have infinite derivatives as \( R_u \) approaches \( R_m \). Therefore, to reduce sensitivity to process variation in a needle batch fabrication, it is preferable to overetch to some extent so that tips with comparable sharpness and height are formed for all the needles in the array. In designing the microneedle geometry, this sensitivity needs to be traded off with the fact that as \( R_u \) increases, the tip half-angle and depth \( d_t \) also increase, while height \( h_t \) decreases. If tall needles with good height uniformity are desired, the best option is to use a small etch mask. Using this approach, the height of the needles will mainly be set by \( h_{DRIE} \), as the value of \( R_u \) can be kept small. The risk with thin tall needles is that they may be undercut if the passivated DRIE has a negative taper. To circumvent this problem, the first unpassivated DRIE step can be increased, or the passivated DRIE recipe can be tuned so that it does not have negative sidewalls for the mask layout used in making the needles.

The fabrication results show that DRIE-patterned sharp tips can only be reliably obtained if the tip is formed at the meeting point of only three ridges [Fig. 5(a)]. If one of the ridges is shifted because the etch is progressing at a different rate compared to the other two ridges, the position of the tip is moved slightly, but the tip remains sharp. This is unlike the case where four or more ridges are involved in the formation of the tip, in which the tip can become a straight edge [Fig. 5(b)]. Moreover, the three ridges should ideally meet at 120° from each other so that the tip is symmetric. The tips can be further sharpened by implementing a series of thermal oxide growth and removal steps, as several researchers have shown [20], [30], [35].

The fabrication results also show that, sometimes, the tip of the needle looks fractured (Fig. 6) instead of forming a clean sharp point. The authors speculate that the tip fracture is caused by the falling of the etch mask before the final unpassivated DRIE step is completed. In the ideal case, the hard mask falls off when the needle tip is sharpened by the convergence of unpassivated DRIE etch fronts. In practice, it is possible for the etch mask to transmit a load (force and/or torque) that causes the tip to break slightly before the sharp tip formation occurs, thus resulting in a fractured tip. For example, this break could take place when the substrate is removed from the DRIE tool to examine the etch progress. Fractured tips are usually duller than fully sharpened tips. However, it is still possible to produce sharp tips from broken tips by overetching the needles using an
shows a top view of a conical needle created using an eight-tip star as an etch mask. The eight points of the star produce visible ridges going across the sides of the structure. The edge anisotropy causes the ridges to deviate slightly so that the ridges are paired before reaching the tip of the etch structure. Each pair of cojoined ridges merges into a single ridge that continues straight up to the tip of the structure. Fig. 8(b) shows the same behavior when lattice-orientation-dependent anisotropy is added to the etch model ($\alpha = 18.5$). Unfortunately, with the unpassivated DRIE recipes used in the fabrication of the test structures, the amount of anisotropy varies across the wafer, preventing quantitative validation of the model. It is speculated the factors such as microloading, wafer temperature nonuniformities due to nonideal wafer handler mounting, and local plasma composition nonuniformities influence the lattice-orientation-dependent etch anisotropy uniformity.

B. Basic Needles

Fig. 9 shows various microneedle geometries made using the base process flow shown in Fig. 4. The needles shown are 300–400 $\mu$m tall. The pencil-like needle [Fig. 9(a)] was fabricated using an 8-point star with 100-$\mu$m ID and 200-$\mu$m OD as an etch mask, and it required 50 $\mu$m of underetching before its cap (etch mask) detached, as well as 300 $\mu$m of passivated DRIE etching. The conical needle [Fig. 9(b)] uses the same mask shape as the pencil-like needle, scaled-up four times (the etch mask is an eight-point star with 400-$\mu$m ID and 800-$\mu$m OD). This type of needle requires 200 $\mu$m of underetching and no passivated DRIE etching at all. The mask for the needle with a serrated top edge [Fig. 9(c)] is a rectangle that is 130 $\mu$m wide with periodic triangular outcroppings (teeth) separated 100 $\mu$m along the direction of the ridge. The tooth angle is 45°, i.e., there is a right angle of the mask at the end of each tooth. This type of needle requires 50 $\mu$m of underetching. The model correctly predicts the position of the tips. However, the graphical result of the model shows the tips rising above the rest of the needle edge more than in the SEMs, and it also misses the slight curvature of the ridge between adjacent tips. The disagreement between the tip height predicted by the model and the experimental result might be due to slight overetching of the sample. Moreover, the model does not account for a partial shadowing effect caused by the mask that is stronger when the etch front is closer to the points of contact between the mask and the substrate (i.e., the tips). This effect is similar to microloading [36] but inherently related to etches with isotropy. The partial shadowing will cause progressively more material to be removed farther from the tips and, hence, the curvature that is observed in the SEM. The model is unable to capture this effect as it only considers shadowing from the nearest mask edge to any given point. Thus, the model incorrectly predicts that the ridge should be flat more than one mask-tooth half-length away from the tip.

C. Complex Needles

The range of needle structures that can be produced could be extended if the base sequence shown in Fig. 4 is modified by the addition of extra steps. The results shown in this section use three unpassivated DRIE steps interleaved with two passivated
DRIE steps, which is also the etch sequence that was used by Roxhed et al. to fabricate ultrasharp microneedles for drug delivery [24]. Fig. 10 shows the clear resemblance between the model predictions and fabrication results for two different etch masks. In Fig. 10(a), the full width of the mask is 340 μm, while in Fig. 10(b), the whole shape is inscribed in a circle of 400-μm radius. The most striking discrepancy between the model and the fabricated result is in Fig. 10(a), where the sharp vertical ridges predicted at the tips of the starlike structure were largely eroded away in the sample, to the point where the SEM shows a convex ridge line where the model predicted a concave ridge line with a sharp corner. This discrepancy is most likely due to the sharpness of the star’s points. First, any small amount of overetching will significantly move the ridge line. Second, the sharp corner predicted by the model is likely to enhance the local electric field, which will lead to an increase of ion bombardment and excessive etching. Finally, the sample shown in Fig. 10(a) was slightly overetched compared to the model, reducing how much the central part of the tip extends above the star shape.

In one of the test structures [swirl needle, Fig. 10(b)], capillarylike features were etched into the needle in an attempt to increase the flow rate that could be delivered by the structure, compared to the flow rate that the needle would deliver if it were coated by a surface wicking material such as black silicon [25], [37]. The fabrication results are similar to that obtained by other researchers with grayscale lithography and passivated DRIE [13], [14]. However, the slope transitions are smoother.
Fig. 10. (Top left) Mask, (top right) graphical model prediction, and (bottom) fabrication result for (a) a tightly packed row of star-shaped needles and (b) a swirl needle.

Fig. 11. (Left) Sharp corner is visibly smoothened by (right) a long-enough unpassivated DRIE step.

**D. Tapered DRIE**

Roxhed *et al.* reported a model for the tapered DRIE that satisfactorily predicts the fabrication results over a range of processing parameters [12]. The model proposed by Roxhed *et al.* states that the etch profile of a sequence of unpassivated and passivated DRIE steps with arbitrary duration is a straight line. However, several fabrication results shown in [12] clearly deviate from this approximation. In particular, the top of the etch profile near the etch mask is concave, and in some cases, the tapered etch profile does not resemble a straight line but a staggered line with a more or less straight envelope. The authors of this paper would like to illustrate how the model proposed by Roxhed *et al.* to describe the tapered DRIE is a special case of the model described in this paper. First, consider an etched structure made by an unpassivated DRIE step, followed by a short passivated DRIE step (Fig. 11). The result is a vertical sidewall that ends in a sharp corner at the point where the passivated DRIE etch profile meets the unpassivated DRIE etch profile. If the etch sequence is followed by a sufficiently long unpassivated DRIE step, the sharp corner is etched away. Now, consider the set of circles shown in Fig. 12. The centers of the circles are aligned and equally spaced out. The radius of the circle decreases by a constant amount when moving from one circle to the next. The envelope of these circles is a straight line. Using this reasoning, if the passivated and unpassivated DRIE steps are alternated in short sequences, the resulting sidewall is the envelope of a set of ellipsoids, which is an inclined straight line. In principle, any taper could be obtained with this method by varying the proportion of the total etch made by all the unpassivated and passivated DRIE steps as compared to the total etch depth. As expected, a constant taper is obtained only if short unpassivated and passivated DRIE steps are alternated. It is clear in Fig. 12 that the top edge of the etch profile is not straight. The top of the etch profile is set by the largest ellipsoid, which results in having a chamfer on the sidewall next to the etch mask. Because of this chamfer, there is a practical limit to how far from vertical the tapered sidewall can be. As
the sidewall becomes shallower and shallower, the “top edge effect” from Fig. 12 becomes the dominant part of the structure, limiting practical sidewall angles to at most 30°–45° from vertical. The bottom of the etch profile is defined by the smallest ellipsoid, which, in principle, can be set arbitrarily small. These features are confirmed by the experimental results of Roxhed et al., except the negative taper that they observe at the top of the sidewall. It is important to point out that the passivated DRIE is, in itself, a tight series of etching and polymer-coating steps, where the processing conditions are tuned so that an etch step gets through the polymer coating deposited at the bottom of the trench, but not through the sidewall coating, thus resulting in vertical sidewall formation.

The fact that constant taper sidewalls can be obtained using an alternation of short passivated and unpassivated DRIE steps can be applied to the fabrication of needles. In particular, the sidewall of the needle can have the same slope as the needle tip. Under these circumstances, because the top of the etched profile is set by the largest ellipsoid, the top of the profile will have to be etched away, increasing the tip depth. Equation (8) gives the tip depth, and for a tapered needle, the tip height satisfies

\[ h_t \cdot \tan(\alpha_t) = R_m. \]

Thus, the tip-to-total height ratio in the case of a needle with constant tapered sidewalls becomes

\[ \frac{h_t}{h_t + d_t} = \frac{1}{1 + k^2 \cdot \tan(\alpha_t)}. \]  

(11)

The use of constant taper in needles results in an improvement in the percentage of utilization of the total etch depth \( h_t + d_t \). Fig. 13 compares (10) (only unpassivated DRIE is performed) with (11). For example, the tapered etch has a tip-to-total depth ratio of 65% at 20°, while the same ratio for the case of unpassivated DRIE only is 41%.

Tapered sidewalls can also be implemented without the need of a series of passivated and unpassivated DRIE steps. In this case, we use the fact that the passivated DRIE is already an alternation of passivation and etching steps. For example, a standard passivated DRIE recipe can be modified by shortening its passivation step and by increasing the duration of its etch step so that the sidewall passivation runs out before the end of the etch step, making it possible to achieve the same result of a long series composed of a single passivated DRIE cycle, followed by a short unpassivated DRIE step. Using this reasoning, one of the DRIE recipes used in the MIT microengine project to etch the long and narrow journal bearing of the turbomachinery [38] was modified to fabricate needles with 70° sidewalls (Fig. 14). The process parameters of both recipes are provided in Table I.

### IV. CONCLUSION

The design and fabrication of complex high-aspect-ratio needlelike structures have been reported. The structures are fabricated using a series of passivated and unpassivated DRIE steps. A simple model has been proposed to design complex needlelike silicon structures based on the etch mask and the etch sequence. The model has good qualitative agreement with the fabrication results. However, etch uniformity, photolithography uniformity, and lattice-orientation-dependent etch anisotropy prevent accurate quantitative prediction of the shape. Connections between the formation of ridges and two computational
geometry primitives have been highlighted. A reduced-order model has been provided to obtain analytical understanding of the geometry of a needle, given an etch mask and a base process flow of unpassivated–passivated–unpassivated DRIE steps. The model has been compared to the reported literature on tapered DRIE, and it has been found to successfully predict the formation of needles with straight tapered sidewalls. The model is useful for designing needles for diverse applications such as biological probes, field emission, and electrospay.
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